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Features





For individuals and teams


	


AI Noise Cancellation


Removes background noises, voices and echoes from online meetings.



	


Meeting Transcription


Transcribes meetings and calls in real-time for individuals and teams.



	


AI Meeting Notes and Summary


Generates meeting notes, summaries and action items from meetings.



	


Meeting Recording


Automatically records meetings across all communication apps.









For enterprise and call centers


	


AI Noise Cancellation


Removes background noises, voices and echoes from customer calls.



	


AI Accent Localization


Converts agents' accents in real-time to the customer's native
accent
for clearer communication.



	


Call Center Transcription


Securely transcribes the agent-customer conversations on device and in real time.














	
Use cases



	


Call Center (BPO)


Elevated CX and AX accompanied with the AI-powered Noise
Cancellation, Transcription, etc.



	


Call Center (Enterprise)


Award-winning Voice AI solutions designed to elevate customer and agent experience.



	


Professional Services


Clear calls, no distractions: let AI transcribe and summarize your
consultations.



	


Sales and Success


Focus on selling while our AI maximizes your voice quality and takes
meeting notes.



	


Hybrid Work


Elevating hybrid teams with clear communication and solid
accountability.



	


SDK and developers


Integrate Krisp’s award winning voice AI technologies into your product.



	


Individuals and Freelancers


No distractions: clear calls accompanied by transcriptions and
meeting notes.












	
Pricing

	

Download
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Mac Apple Silicon
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Mac Intel
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Windows








	
How it works?






Sign in


Get Krisp for free





Book a demo
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Use cases


	


Call Center (BPO)


Elevated CX and AX accompanied with the AI-powered Noise Cancellation, Transcription, etc.



	


Call Center (Enterprise)


Award-winning Voice AI solutions designed to elevate customer and agent experience.



	


Professional Services


Clear calls, no distractions: let AI transcribe and summarize your consultations.



	


Sales and Success


Focus on Selling while our AI maximizes your voice quality and takes meeting notes.



	


Hybrid Work


Elevating Hybrid Teams with clear communication and solid accountability.



	


SDK and developers


Integrate Krisp’s award winning voice AI technologies into your product.



	


Individuals and Freelancers


No distractions: clear calls accompanied by transcriptions and meeting notes.








	

Pricing


	

How it works?






Get Krisp for free



Sign in





 



Your AI-powered assistant for
meetings and calls


Krisp maximizes the productivity of online meetings with its
AI-powered Noise Cancellation, Transcriptions, Meeting Notes and Recording.





Get Krisp for free
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For individuals and small teams
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No credit card required







Book a demo
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For enterprise and call centers
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Features 



	

AI Noise Cancellation 

	

AI Meeting Transcriptions 

	

AI Note Taker 

	

Recording 

	

Call Center Transcription 

	

AI Accent Localization 










AI Noise Cancellation




Ensure maximum clarity by eliminating background noises, voices and echo from both inbound and outbound meetings and calls.
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Works with any conferencing app
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Works with all call center platforms
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Works with any headphone and device






Learn more






Hear the demo:
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Without Krisp



With Krisp








Try different noise types





 









AI Meeting Transcriptions




Unlock real-time insights with Krisp’s accurate transcriptions that are both easy to edit and share.
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Free unlimited transcriptions
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Bot-free, non intrusive experience
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On-device and secure transcriptions






Learn more







Your browser does not support the video tag.











AI Note Taker




Save time and maximize collaboration with automated meeting notes and summaries.
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AI-generated Meeting Summaries
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AI-generated Action Items
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Easily editable and sharable






Learn more







Your browser does not support the video tag.











Meeting Recording




Never miss a detail in your meetings with automatic recordings.
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Works seamlessly with any voice application
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Access, download, and share your recordings with ease
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Secure and private, with recordings stored safely in the cloud






Learn more







Your browser does not support the video tag.











Call Center Transcription




A dedicated solution designed to tackle the specific challenges faced by call centers and BPOs in capturing and maintaining call transcriptions.
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Real-time on-device transcription
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Compatible with any UCaaS and CCaaS platform
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PII redaction and secure upload to private cloud






Learn more
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AI Accent Localization




Eliminating language barriers, Krisp's AI dynamically enhances comprehension between customers and non-native English speaking agents by adjusting accents in real-time.
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Works on-device and real-time
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Works with any app accross Windows OS
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On-device and secure transcriptions






Learn more






Hear the demo:
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Without Krisp



With Krisp








Try different output voices





 














Trusted by the world’s largest global brands
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Use cases 



	

Call Center (BPO)


	

Call Center (Enterprise)


	

Professional Services


	

Sales and Success


	

Hybrid Work


	

SDK and Developers


	

Individuals and Freelancers










Sales and Success



Enhance client interactions with clear communication from any location. Capture and review
every detail post-meeting.
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Crystal-clear client calls
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Detailed record of interactions
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Automated meeting notes for post-call review and analysis.



Learn
More
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Individual and Freelancers



Professional calls from any location. Focus on discussions without missing details. Review
key points efficiently.
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Distraction-free calls
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Complete capture of discussions
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Quick review of key points and summary



Learn
More
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Professional Services



Experience professional consultations with utmost clarity and security. Benefit from
comprehensive call transcriptions and derive actionable insights from every interaction.
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Professional and clear consultations
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Comprehensive capture of details
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Actionable insights from meetings



Learn
More
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Hybrid Work



Clear team communication irrespective of location. Promote accountability and efficient
action tracking.
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Consistent clarity in team calls, regardless of environment.
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Detailed capture of team conversations for reference.
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Enhanced accountability with meeting summaries and action items.



Learn
More
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Call Center (Enterprise)



Krisp offers a set of features including Noise Cancellation, Call
Transcription and AI Accent
Localization allowing call centers to easily expand the operations while
maintaining happy
customers.
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Improve CSAT
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Imporved AHT and Call Resoultion Time
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Improved agent retention and happiness



Learn
More
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Call Center (BPO)



Krisp has teamed up with top BPOs globally to boost Call Center agent productivity.
Leveraging Noise Cancellation, AI Accent Localization, and
Call Center Transcription, Krisp
streamlines operations efficiency and scalability.
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Improve CSAT
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Imporved AHT and Call Resoultion Time
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Improved agent retention and happiness



Learn
More
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SDK and Developers



Effortlessly embed Krisp's features into your product, setting it apart in the market by
delivering exceptional value to your users.
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Smooth integration and embedding
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Full API documentation and support
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Trusted by leading brands such as Discord, Zoho and RingCentral



Learn
More
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Krisp works

with any app



Krisp works with communication apps such as Zoom, Meet, Teams and others. It functions as a "smart" layer between your device and any online communication platform, eliminating all background noise, recording and capturing transcriptions and meeting notes.
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How Krisp works





Download and install


Krisp is a desktop app for Mac and Windows. When you install Krisp on your computer, it creates virtual devices named Krisp Microphone and Krisp Speaker. It mimics a physical hardware device, when, in fact, it exists only in software form.
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Configure


Krisp offers a seamless setup experience without the need for extra integrations, add-ons, or bots. Simply select Krisp Microphone and Krisp Speaker in your conferencing app settings, and we'll handle the rest.
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Unleash productivity


Once Krisp is integrated with your desktop or web-based app, you're unstoppable!
Experience unparalleled audio clarity, complemented by auto-transcriptions, and AI generated
meeting summaries and action items for all your meetings.
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World-class recognition and awards
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Cool Vendor in Digital Workplace
Programs
and Applications
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America’s Most Promising AI
Companies
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People's Voice Winner in Productivity &
Collaboration
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Leader in Noise Cancellation and Voice
Recognition









Trusted by the world’s best professionals
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Harvey Jones,

Head of Workplace Collaboration





“Atlassian staff working at home have benefitted
from the Krisp service since early in the pandemic. Since our Team Anywhere announcement, we
have
sought ways to make remote and hybrid working more effective, and Krisp's ability to screen
background noise from calls and recordings has been invaluable to many staff."


Harvey Jones,

Head of Workplace Collaboration
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Chad E. 

Solutions Architect





“With a nice noise-canceling headset, you can remove those background noises coming from your
side of the call for yourself, BUT, you still have to deal with the other sides of the
calls, and Krisp lets you filter out those noises as well. No more Dog Barking in the
background!”


Chad E. 

Solutions Architect
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Isaac G. 

Agile transformation coach





“Krisp mutes the noise I don't want going into my call and always allows me to be heard. I
have crying kids in the background, noisy house stuff, noises from my computer and none of
them ever get on the call. Bonus points for being able to mute the backgrounds of others on
the call if their environment is noisy.”


Isaac G. 

Agile transformation coach
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Karsten B. 

Executive Compensation Associate





“Krisp works exceptionally well. Once set up, it is a pretty seamless experience and
automatically detects whichever software I'm using. Nobody on the other line can ever hear
the background noise from my end, and people have commented that it sounds like I'm "in a
library" or a studio.”


Karsten B. 

Executive Compensation Associate
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Jaslyn T. 

Client Services Manager





“Life saver for WFH employees.

Krisp allows me to work from home where there are dogs barking, laundry running, and people
going about their daily activities - yet their noise is blocked so I can appear professional
and not be a distraction on video calls.”


Jaslyn T. 

Client Services Manager
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Eric Z. 

Principal Owner





“AI noise cancellation works as advertised, even in the noisiest environments. Runs
seamlessly in the background. Easy to toggle on/off and adjust settings from the taskbar
corner on windows. The two-way noise cancellation is a huge benefit, eliminating the
distracting background noises of your non-krisp-using coworkers.”


Eric Z. 

Principal Owner
















Customers love krisp
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543 reviews (4.8 out of 5)








9.4 



Ease of use




9.4 



Quality of support




9.4 



Ease of setup









Read more user reviews








You’re only one click away from more effective calls







Get Krisp for free
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For individuals and small teams
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No credit card required







Book a demo
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For enterprise and call centers
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Request a demo





Download app
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👋🏻 Let’s get started!



Let's see which Krisp Plan is best for your Business





Work Email *






Your name *









By contacting our account team, you agree to the
Terms
of Use and
Privacy Policy.



This form is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google
Privacy
Policy and
Terms of
Service apply.




Next
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Which of the following scenarios best describes how you plan to use Krisp?





BPO Call Center




Enterprise Call Center




Sales & Success




Professional Services




Hybrid Workforce




Other






Next
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What's the total number of employees in your company?





1 - 200




200 - 10,000




Over 10,000








Next
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How many seats are you evaluating for purchase?





Under 40




40 - 99




100 - 500




Over 500








Submit
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Thank you, !

Your contact request has been successfully
sent.



💡 Our Sales team will get in touch shortly



Got it!









💡 Looks like your team can benefit most from

Krisp’s Pro plan!
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Get started on our Pro plan with a 


FREE TRIAL





Start Pro trial
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Something went wrong


An error has occurred while processing 
 your request. Please try again later.



Try Again


























